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Aim 
1.To identify, from the patients’ perspective, 
examples of best practice consultations where GPs 
and patients successfully accomplished shared 
decisions about health care 
2.To explore the joint discursive activities within the 
consultation and describe the impact that these had 
on the subsequent successfulness of sharing 
decisions 
 
Project Outline/Methodology 
GPs, with additional training or a special interest in 
decision sharing, audiotaped surgeries. Consenting 
patients completed a validated questionnaire which 
assessed their role in the decision-making process 
and their satisfaction with decision(s) made.  The 
results from the questionnaire identified 30/110 
consultations as examples of best practice. Based on 
established criteria, these 30 consultations were 
examined for evidence of sharing before sequences 
of talk were selected for fine-grained discourse 
analysis. 
 
Key Results 
Although patients were significantly more satisfied 
with the decision process than in routine practice no 
evidence was found to support current models of 
sharing decisions. Discourse analysis identified three 
key elements that were shown to influence the 
decision-making process. 
1. First-person pronoun use   
GPs use of ‘we’ was rhetorically persuasive and 
helped to disguise coercion by creating an illusion of 
partnership with patients. ‘We’ use by patients was 
uncommon but when present it helped to foster 
patient involvement. On one occasion the use of ‘I’ 
by the doctor helped to encourage patient 
involvement. 
2. Requests 
Patients formed successful requests using techniques 
that made refusal difficult e.g. by requesting directly  
and being specific. Unsuccessful requests tended to 
be vague and formulated in less demanding ways. 
Refusals were unusual and it appears that GPs may 
be unable to ‘just say no’. 

3. Risk and Evidence 
Evidence was not presented to patients 
disinterestedly. GPs ‘risk talk’ was seen to attend to 
the medical agenda rather than patients agendas.  
Actual risks to health were minimised through using 
such terms as ‘drawbacks’. Doctors often attributed  
the health risks to the patient rather than the 
treatment or condition. Patients were not given the 
information needed to make informed decisions. 
 
Conclusions 
In spite of further training, GPs in this study did not 
demonstrate the skills and competencies required for 
the shared model of decision-making. For example, 
patients were not provided with treatment options or 
impartial evidence - two key components of shared 
decision-making models. Particular rhetorical devices 
and conversational resources were used by GPs that 
helped to disguise paternalism. The results from this 
study also suggest that patients are unable to make 
accurate judgements over  the level of ‘sharedeness’ 
or the degree of their own involvement in the 
decision-making process. 
 
What does this study add to the field? 
This study has identified that the current ‘good 
practice’ models of decision-making do not correlate 
well with patient perceptions or in the ways in which 
practitioners facilitate patient engagement.  
 
Implications for Practice or Policy 
Although these findings suggest a negative outcome 
for advocated models, analysis identified a number of 
conversational strategies and resources that could be 
used to positively influence communication skills 
training. Teaching programmes may need to change 
in order to incorporate these findings. 
 
Where to next? 
Research is needed to evaluate how current comm-
unication skills training could incorporate the new 
information provided by this study, e.g.  
alternative teaching strategies; raising  
participants awareness and teaching more 
appropriate/enabling discursive strategies. 
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